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About This Game

One Watcher combines the best of retro and innovative platforming to a challenging, atmospheric, and fast-paced game.
Transforming allows you to climb steep walls, slide ceilings, and jump midair to avoid deadly machinery. One Watcher is easy

to learn but hard to master.

You're the Last Guardian and on your mission to defeat the Watcher and save your kind.

Bumpers, lasers, magnets, gravity fields, rack wheels, flame throwers, rockets, blades, and the hunters are out to kill you. 66
levels in 4 chapters will challenge your dexterity while leading you to 4 different regions. You will explore the infinite depths of

the lost planet, master the trials of the burned South, and overcome the obstacles of the frozen North in order to reach outer
space and challenge the Watcher.
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Title: One Watcher
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Christian Hamm, Michail Ostrowski
Publisher:
Christian Hamm
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4096 MB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated Graphics Card, e.g. NVIDIA GTX 660

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

Sound Card: No

English
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Didn't even read the DLC description; I buy all of it. The game has been consistently updated and expanded upon since Day One
without any senseless greed, and I'm happy to support them from time to time by throwing some cash their way. <3

Insta-buy.. I'm a massive RL fan (Featherstone Rovers) and have only played 3 hours so far but can safely say this is by far the
greatest RL game ever,I waited 2 months to purchase it as I wasn't sure if I would like it (looking at screenshots and videos) but
now I feel a complete idiot,wish I'd bought it on release day!

Fantastic work guys!

Just one thing that would be nice for next time....The Big Fellas Stadium ;). absolute god-awful controls, terrible, clunky
movement and stupid AI, then when you exit, the game has the audacity to insult you. Literally AIDS.

0/10. Don't ever buy this trash. If someone gifted it to you, unfriend them.. Kinda needa a plot.
Got to lvl 11 at the end and it only took me 0.9 hours to get from beginning to what i think is the end as it said i killed the
"Goblin Boss" then there was nothing behindh it but a pillar that i could not interact with. The githing is good
Could not find out how to change kinda of character s so was stuck as a knight. Melee is weak at first but then gets OP in
around 4 lvls to the point the defense stat is worth less. When you die the enemies you kill stay dead and the enemies you have
hrut stay hurt.

The game is worth all 74 cents i spent on it so not seeking a refund just wish it was longer or had a plot.

May i am missing some of it as the giving of directions is very simular to old style games to which i mean non-existent.. Another
amazing game by Rusty Lake. Anyone who enjoyed Hotel or the Cube Escape games will not be disappointed. It follows the
traditional point-and-click style of the others. Still creepy and spooky, great atmosphere.

Im about half way through and loving it. No issues or bugs at all. Great content for the low price. Pick it up, you wont be sorry.

Devs: Keep up with wonderful Rusty Lake stories!. this game is super fun as casual game.

playing with your friends will grants u a good time.

campagin not hard but fun to complete.

if u like worms then u most like CB.

if they only add workshop for maps.

7.6\/10
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I love this game! I am a big fan of puzzle games such a Lumines and Tetris and this is a great addition to the puzzle game genre.
The addition of VR adds a physical challenge to this puzzle game, and makes the whole experience seem more thrilling.

The game is simple in premise, but the best puzzle games are. It has a very high skill ceiling and I love the seamless integration
of leaderboards for local or online rankings.. Its a fun shooter with great mechanics that suffers from a problem that alot of
other similar games have... There are no players so you can only frag bots.

If you have like 7 friends and you all wanna play something together, this would be a good choice.. Game crashes on first turn
everytime when playing with friends. I only got it to play with my friends so essentially this game is worthless. Devs have no fix.
The humor is ON POINT. Game mechanics are intuitive and the art is quite cute, actually.. Very simple puzzles, mostly a
walking sim with a somewhat nonsensical narrative.
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